Israeli Ambassador Herran called on Wilcox today to discuss
Eichmann case and made following points:

1. Hope is being entertained that meeting might be
Frondizi and Peres. (Israeli Counselor Krank said earlier
French would play necessary third party role in arranging meeting.)

2. Golda Meir plans deliver speech on Eichmann case
record re Argentinian war criminals provided Argentina does not offend
Israel when making presentation. In latter event, Meir
would of course respond appropriately.

3. GOL believes any resolution should wind up Eichmann case
rather than leaving it "open-ended" as does Argentine draft which
calls for "adequate reparation, " a vague term about which parties
would argue interminably. Moreover, in Israel's view, resolution
should definitely include reference to notorious record Eichmann
Hunenberg as war criminal "indicted" (sic) by Nuremberg Tribunal.